
 

 

 

 

2. Selection of a problem as Integration Project 

Fishbone 

 
Source: Cedillo Lazcano, 2010 

3.1 Problem 

Performance in savings in Global Sourcing Processes for Mexican manufacturing plant is 

inferior to Head Quarter mandated standards. 

This problem was determined through an analysis of symptoms in the organization I 

worked. Due of the high concentration of opened processes (processes that haven´t been 

determined neither locally nor in Germany), gave me the notion that these processes were 

being created to achieve a goal. However, accumulation of undetermined processes gave 



me the idea that these processes were not closed on time, and therefore more work was 

being accumulated. 

The importance of the Purchasing department is that it is a strategic department for cost 

savings “In the manufacturing sector the percentage of purchases to sales average is 

55%...It is not difficult to see why purchasing is clearly a major area for cost savings” 

(Monczka, Handfield, Giunipero and Patterson, 2009, 6). Specifically, Global Sourcing 

department is the specialized department inside Purchasing, which main task is to generate 

savings through the implementation of Global Sourcing processes (by lowering costs 

mainly through supplier change), however those GSP are not being implemented as 

expected, and therefore not enough savings has been achieved 

 

3.2 Symptoms 

 

• There is unnecessary work overload for sourcers and buyers. For example, when a 

process takes too long opened or there is not enough information on it, many times 

this process has to be cancelled and re-opened with another sourcing number and 

the same process has to be done again. 

• Buyers and Sourcers have different information about a same process. For example 

even though it suppose that all information should be available in “Star” about 

every single GSP, some information in this database is not complete or old or not 

available for everyone (because user attibutes changes). Therefore buyers and 

sources gather information by themselves but they do not share it among them. 

• Even though it is expected that a GSP will be open just for twelve weeks, in many cases 

GSP are opened for more than eighty weeks. This leads to an accumulation of opened 

processes in GS area. 

 

3.3 Causes 



• GSP are opened for over a year. This means that those processes are not sent to HQ 

in Germany and therefore there will be no implementation for those processes. For 

example, during week 22 there was 134 GSP opened just in commodity Metals, and 

some of those process had from 50 to 80 weeks opened. Many of them had to be 

cancelled. 

• There is no monitoring for GSP. Due of the launching of the new Jetta, buyers 

focused on forward sourcing´s processes and they didn´t trace the opened GSP. 

Also the responsibilities of tracing GSP are not clear. 

• The control system in the Purchasing Department is not adequate for maintaining a 

harmonious relationship between sourcers and buyers, because it doesn´t exist 

pressure to keep track of the processes, until the end of the year. 

• Unnecessary information. There is a lot of information stock and most of this 

information is useless to make a decision. 

 

3.4 Evaluation of Global Sourcing processes 

There are delays in GSP decisions (and therefore implementation). One of the reasons of 

these delays is because information is not complete when the processes are presented either 

locally or in Germany. Most of the information that is missing, or is not correct, or the 

decision makers are not satisfied with volumes, new product and logistic prices, not enough 

savings or suppliers do not fulfilled expectations. 

Another reason is that some GSP are cancelled because specific parts are patented, 

therefore the use of the technology applied for this part can not be used by other supplier 

(this happens often with electric parts), or there are not enough technology available in 

NAR Region (this would mean to invest in new technology development), or because local 

suppliers do not fulfill Germany staff expectations (normally in quality). 

In a  second level, the delays in processes decision means that potential savings for a 

specific part stay just with the tag “potential” and therefore no real costs savings for VW 

Mexico and therefore no cost savings for VW Group. 



Another issue is that buyers give priority to Forward Sourcing parts, because of their nature 

(brand new parts for VW cars) and many monitoring efforts are focused in Forward 

processes (processes that are created to find suppliers for a new part that will be needed in 

VW cars). This affects GS because lower attention (by buyers) is given to GS processes. 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Consequences 

• Loss of money due of GSP delays 

• Not enough savings because implementation takes time and because GS processes 

are not closed on time, implementation delays also. 

• Unnecessary work (due of processes accumulation) 

• Delays in local and Germany´s decisions 

• There isn´t a good coordination between buyers and sourcers (misunderstandings) 

• Low knowledge flow 

 


